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ELECTRICAL THERMOMETERS FOR AIRCRAFT

By JOHN B. PETERSONand S. H. J. WOMACK

SUMMARY

Ekxtrka? hwmomder8 wmmunly Wed on aircrajt are
the thermoelectric type for mewuring engine-cylinder
tempera$urtx,the rwidance type jor nuiwuring air tem-
peratur~, and the auperheai 7n4ter8oj th43thermoelectric
a71dre&i8tanCetype8 jor u&?on airships. Th88e ‘in8tTu-
man.t8are demibed and their adfxntagee and d&w.d-
vantagtx enumerated. Methook oj testing these inA+u-
ment8 and the perjormwwe to be expectedjrom each are
di?cu88ed. Theji.efii te8tin# oj engine-ylinder thermom-
eter % treatedin detail.

INTRODUCTION

On aircraft a Imowledge of the temperature of the
engine is valuable (1) as an indication of trouble rmd
(2) as an rud in normal operation. An indication of
nbnormnl temperature of the engine cylinder, lubri-
cating oil, or coohng liquid may forewarn of impending
failure. Where temperature controls are provided, the
tempemture of the engine may be maintained at values
for which the operation of the engine is most efficient.

A knowledge of the air temperature is essential in
flight testing and as a warning of the possibility of ice
formation. One of the most important quantities
measured in airplane and balloon flights mado to obtain
meteorological datu is the air temperature.

On airships both the air temperature and the differ-
ence between the air and lifting-grts temperatures me
commonly measured. Them data are vital factors in
nirship navigation,

When measuring temperatures on aircraft, it is
obvious that the indicator must in most cases be at a
distance from the point of measurement; Electrical
thmrnometers, beirg inherently suitable for distant
indication, are widely used. As an reception, vapor-
prossuro thermometers are commonly used to mewsure
tho temperature of the cooling water or lubricating oil
of aircraft enginw (reference 1).

Both thermoelectric and resistance types of electrical
thermometers are used on aircraft. The choice be-
tween the two types of instrurner@ lies principally in
the accurncy required. An accuracy of 10° c. is suf-

ficient in the measurement of ena@ne temperatures
whereas an accuracy of 1° C. is desired in the measure-
ment of & temperatures. The thermoelectric type is
used, to the exclusion of other types, for the indication
of the temperature of &-cooled engim cylinders.
This type is particularly suitable for this use bemuse
(1) the required accuracy can be obtained by using rL
single thermocouple with a relatively rugged moving-
coil instrument, and (2) the thermocouple element is
more easily conneoted thermally to the engine cylinder
than any other type. The resistance thermometer is
used when a more accurate determination of tempera-
ture over a shorter range is desired, ns in the measure-
ment of air temperatures.

Superheat meters for airships may be either of the
thermoelectric or resistance type. A number of
factors must be considered in choosing between the
two types These are discussed in the section on these
instruments

The instruments described in this report include (1)
the thermoelectric-type engine-cylinder thermometer,
(2) a resistance-type thermometer for measurement of
air temperatures, (3) the thermoelectric and the resist-
ance types of superheat meters, and (4) a tester for
testing engine+ylinder thermometm-s. All of these
instruments with the exception of the first have been
developed at the National Bureau of Standards for use
of the Bureau of Aeronautics, NiLvy Department.
The National Advisory Committee for Aerormuties
furnished the financial assistance necessary for the
preparation of this report.

Where testing methods are described in detail in this
report, the methods are those followed at the National
Bureau of Standards in testing instruments purchased
by the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department.

ENGINE-CYLINDERTHERMOMBI’ERS

The thermoelectric oircuit.-A diagram of the elec-
trionl circuit of an engine-oylinder thermometer with a
copper=onstantnn thermocouple is shown in figure L
Figure 2 is a diagram of the electrical circuit of a ther-
mometer using several iron-constantan thermocoupkw
with a selector switch. The eompmative advantages
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and disadvantages of different thermoelectric materials
will be discussed later.
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The final design of the circuit is a compromise be-
tween many conflicting requirements. The energy
amihble to operate the indicator is limited to the out-
put of the single thermocouple. It follows that a
sensitive indicator should be used; yet for operation
on an airplane the indicator should have a high torque.
The use of a stronger permanent magnet offem ~d-
vantttgesin this respect but the ditlculties of shielding
the instrument so that it will not affect the ma.gaetic
compass are increased. The increased weight of a
larger ma=metis rdso objectionable.

Thermocouples and leads .—The choice of the most
suitable combination of thermoelectric materials de-
pends on several factors:

1. The thermoelectric power (dE/d~ should be
high. .

2. The mechanical strength after repeated heating
and cooling should be good.

3. There should be high resistance to corrosion.
4. The thermal conductivi~ of the material should

be low, so as not to conduct heat away from the part,
the temperature of which is being measured.

5. The electrical resistmce should be low.
6. The temperature coefficient of electrical resistance

hould be low.
7. A uniform supply of the material should be

Ibtainnble.
A comparison of these seven characteristics for

eveml combinations of thermoelectric materials is
jven in table I. The first three combinations are at
resent used in measuring aircraft engine cytider
emperatures, and for the fourth, chromel P-constantrm
; proposed.

It should be pointed out that the change in resistance
er ‘C., given in table I applies only to the resistance of
he leads, which is usually about 0.1 of the total resis-
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Average temperature-e. m. f. relations for thermo-
couples of four combinations of materials are given in
table IL The data for the lower temperatures are
given at short intervals for convenience in applying
corrections for the reference junction temperature or in
calculations dealing with the range of cornpensctors.

FIOUUES.—Thermocouplesof the gasketand rfvat ty@ and a fmlr of lend.%

A photograph of two types of thermocouple is shown
in figure 3. This particular equipment was constructed
according to specifications of the Bureau of Aeronautics,
Navy Department. The gasket-type thermocouple is
mounted in place of the regular spark-plug gasket. The
rivet-type thermocouple is inserted in a drilled hole,
}~~ch ~ diameter and in depth, and a steel Pfi concen-

tric with the rivet is drhen down to expand the copper
to hold the rivet securely in place. The thermocouple
wires are welded to the gasket or rivet head.

The United Statea Army has standardized on 2-ohm
iron-constantan thermocouples and the Navy, on 2-ohm
copper-constantan thermocouples; engine mawfactur-
ers install 3-ohm iron-constantan thermocouples in
commercial airplanes These resistance values include
both the resistances of the leads and thermocouples.

Thermocouple leads are made in lengths to fit any
installation requirement. In order to make leads of
diflerent lengths interchangeable, the cross-sectional

area of the stranded wire is varied directly as the
length so that all leads will have the same resistance.
The leads are composed of two inmhted conductors,
of the same materials as the thermocouple, laid parallel,’
covered over-all with braid and saturated with flame-
and moistureresistant lacquer.

Selector switches.-When the temperatures of two or
more points are to be measured with the same indi-
cator, a selector switch of the required number of posi-
tions, a switch lead, and additional thermocouples are
required. The switch lead and switch contact resist-

Fmmm 4.-Rotary seloclor awltchffl for Ixnnmtfng an Mfcatar to any one of a
numlw of thennocnnplm.

anees are made low so as not appreciably to affect the
indicated temperature. (See *. 2 for a diagram of a
4-position and fig. 4 for a photograph of a 4-position
and an 18-position rotary selector switch.) It is neces-
sary that these switches be of the 2-pole type to avoid
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strrty voltages that might cause erroneous indications
if one side of all the thermocouples remained per-
mrmently connected to the indicator.

The electical indicator.-A face view of two electrical
indicators is shown in figure 5. Both instruments are
inclosed in Army-iVn,vy standard cases of 2% inch dinl

FIG= S.-Two emghwoylinder thwnmmemr hdkatem.

diameter. Attached to the rear of the cases nre ter-
minals for connecting the thermocouple leads.

Because of the excessive vibration sometimes en-
countered on airplane instrument panels, the pivots
which cnrry the moving coil of th~e indicatom have
been made blunter tlmn those ordinarily used in elec-
trical instruments. On airplanesthere is always enough

vibration to overcome the slight friction caused by the
blunt pivots. These blut pivots me lmown as “nir-
plane pivots.”

The electrical indicator must be magnetically shielded
to reduce the effect of the permenant magnet on a
magnetic compass. A soft-iron cup covers the sides
and rear of the instrument and the front is shielded by
a soft-iron dial. The shielding adds undesirable weight
to an instrument already quite heavy because of the
permanent magnet. The weights ?f indicators range
from 1 to lx pounds.

Reference-j unotion compensation.-Compensation
for the temperature of the reference junctioh is accom-
plished by a small bimetallic spiral, which controls the
position of the outside end of one of the hairsprings.
This construction is shown in figure 6. The proper

FIGUaEe.-Electrkal Mlmtor showing the Brietol roforoncajanotlon wmpoIW3tor.
s k thabImetaHIaSPlml one end of wbicb k fnstenedto the rwlePlecoat A and the
OthWto tbe MI’SLMW at c.

action of the compensator is to cause the indicator,
when there is no current in the moving coil, to indicuto
the ambient temperature. The bimetallic compensator
and the reference junction should be placed closely
toge~er so that their tiperatures will be the same.
This requirement necessitates that the indicdor termi-
nal posts be constructed of the thermoelectric materials,
so that there will be no intermediate junctions outside
the instrument case. Furthermore, the rates of heating
and cool@ of the bimetallic compensator and reference
junction should correspond, so that their temperature
will be the same for rapidly changing ambient tem-
peratures.

It has become the general practice to connect a carbon
resistor of negative temperature coefficient in series
with the moving coil of the indicator, to compensate
for the positive temperature coefficient of resistwce of
the copper in the moving coil.

Tests and performance of indicators.-The errors in
indication of thermoelectric thermometers mny be
directly determined by immersing the measuring junc-
tion in a liquid bath and comparing the readings at n
number of points with those of a calibrated thermome-
ter. In prnctice, however, a more convenient method
of determining the errors of engine cylinder thermome-
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tore in use by the Bureau of Aeronrmticais to test the
indicator, leads, and thermocouple separately.

The Bureau of Aeronautics does not specify the
resistance of the indicator, except that it shall be not
less than 12 ohms at a temperature of 20° C. Since it
is specitied that the indication shall be correct when
connected to a 2-ohm copper+onstanti thermocouple,
an exrtctspecification of the resistance would be super-
fluous and would unnecessarily increase the cost of the
instrument,

The scrtleerrors of a mi.llivoltmetertype indicator at
room temperature are conveniently determined in the
Juboratory by connecting the indicator to a standmd
thermocouple (standard m regards temperature-e. m. f.
relation and rwistance) and then introducing into the
circuit a voltage corresponding to that developed by
the measuring junction at a given temperature. This
junction is kept at a constant known temperature by
placing it in an ice bath. The reading of the instrument

Indicofion,“C.

FIOIJRE7.—Engine+g1lndarthmmomete.rerrorsfor dffkrent Mfcatnr tomfxmtm’e%
The mrvw show the averageof the erromof five fodlcatom.

minus the temperature corresponding to the applied
voltage gives the scale error.

Tests similar to the test described are made with the
indicator at temperatures of —25 and 45° C. to test
the operation of the reference junction compensator
nnd to detemnine the over-all effe”ctof temperature on
the scale error.

The average scale errors of five instruments at three
temperatures have been plotted in figure 7. These
instruments were equipped with bimetallic compensa-
tors and series cnrbon resistom of negative temperature
coefficient. Besides affecting the reference junction
nnd its compensator, a change in indicator temperature
nlso affects the stillness of the hair springs, the strength
of the permanent magnet, and the resistsmce of the
moving coil. The data in figure 7 show that for these
instruments the bimetallic spiral overcompensates for
the temperature of the reference junction, while the
carbon resistor undercompensates for the change in
resistance of the copper coil. The combination is

adjusted so that the temperature error for the most
important part of the scale, 200 to 350° C., is very small.

Figure 8 shows the results of a test to determine the
change in reading of an indicator produced by a rapidly
changing ambient temperature. The indicator is
mounted in a chamber, the temperature of which is
uniform and controllable, and comected to a thermo-
couple immersed in a liquid bath at room temperature.
The pointer of the indicator is set to indicate the
temperature of the bath. The temperature of the
chamber in which the indicator is mounted is reduced
from room temperature to approximately –25° C. at a
rate of approximately 5° C. per minute. The indicator
should continue to indicate the constant temperature
of the measuring junction in the liquid bath. Assuming
that the bimetallic compensator haa been properly
adjusted and that the resistance of the carbon resistor
has been properly selected so that the indication finally
reaches the bath temperature, the deviation of the
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FIGURE &—The rmults of a tarnperatme lag tmt on on fndfmtor eqnfpped titb a
bfrnetdf[o referenceJonotfmrmm-tor.

indication from the bath temperature, as the tempera-
ture of the instrument is changed, is due to one or more
of the following causw: (1) Improper placing of the
reference junction with reference to the compensator;
(2) uneven rates of heating and cooling of reference
junction and compensator; (3) uneven rates of heating
and cooling of the carbon r@tor and copper coil; and
(4) di.17erenceain temperature between the two ends
of the carbon resistor.

The effect of vibration on the performance of the
indicator is determined by subjecting the indicator to a
vibration such that each point on the instrument case
describes, in a plane inclined 45° to the horizontal, a
circle of %,-inch diameter. During this test the
indicator is in the normaJ, face-vertical position. A
description of the vibration machine on which this test
is performed is given in reference 1. A volta+ge of
specified value, which is normally sticient to keep the
pointer at approximately half of full-scale deflection,
is introduced into the idicator chcuit. The total
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resistance in the indicator circuit is made equal to that
existing in service, so as to obtain the same damping.
The frequency of vibration is changed from 1,000 to
2,500 cycles per minute by steps, at each of which the
average position of the pointer and the amplitude of
oscillation is observed. The results of such a test are
plotted in me 9.

The cumulative effect of continuous vibration on the
indicator is determined by subjecting it for periods up
to 50 hours to vibrations at 1,800 vibrations per minute,
maintaining the supply voltage as previously e~lained.
Scale-error tests are made before and after vibrating,
to determine the effect of vibration.

The effect of the indicator on the readimzof a stand-
ard-type aircraft compass is determined by placing the
indicator in various positions about the compass. The
horizontal intensi@- of the magnetic field about the
compass should be equal to 0.18 gauss for this test.
The indicator shielding is considered satisfactory when,
at a distance of 8 inches between the center of the
indicator and the center of the compass, the chage iII
compass reading is not more than 4°.

“–-- Fhsque& vibmfions”~ mhfe -

FIGURE9.—Eu0cIn awurwoPMItbn and mnpUtndeof cdllation of rmfntorof tYPlml
engineoylind= thermometerwhen snb@ted ta vlbmtion.

Testing thermocouple material.-Thermocouple ma-
terials are tested at certain fixed points on the tempera-
ture scale. The melting point of ice (0° C.), the normal
boiling point of water (100° C.), the freezing point of
tin (231.9° C.), and the freezing point of lead (327.3°
C.) are convenient points in the range of engine-cylinder
thermometers. The methods used are described in
detail bv Roeser and Wensel in reference 2.

Som~ difficulties are experienced in testing short
thermocouples, such as those illustrated in figure 3.
If the longer wires necessary to connect the thermo-
couple to the potentiometer have not exactly the same
thermoelectric properties as the wire of which the ther-
mocouple is constructed, intermediate junctions are
formed, the temperatures of which nmy be much higher
than room temperature, owing to heat conduction along
the short length of the thermocouple. Approximate
corrections may be made for the temperatures of the
intermediate junctions if these temperatures are meas-
ured by auxiliary thermocouples soldered onto the in-
termediate junctions. An easier and more accurate
method, however, is to test sample thermocouples made
of longer lengths of wire, from each batch of wire
purchased.

The thermoelectric characteristics of the leads is
found by joining the pair at one end to form a measur-

g junction. The e. m. f .’s developed for measuring
nction temperature elevations of 50 and 100° C me
insured directly on a potentiometer.
The Navy Department, Bureau of Aeronauticsj
educations allow a deviation of appro.xinmtely + 1
rcent from the e. m. f. of the standard temperature-
. f. relation for copper-constrmtan thermocouples

Ld+2 percent for the.leads. For interchangeability
e resistances of thermocouples and leads should be
liform.
Engine-cylinder thermometer tester.—~ instrument
ed in the field for tasting copper-constantfm thermo-
sctric type engine cylinder thermometers is shown in
We 10. Figure 11 is a diagram of the electrical con-

FmmE IQ.-T@t6T for mppa-tan thermoofeotrlo tbormomotem

?Cticmaof the tester. This tester Ivaa built according
I the design and specifications of the Bureau of Aero-
mtics. The tester is designed for testing the cali-
~ationof the indicator and for checking roughly the
&stance of the leads and the thermocouples.
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when testing an indicator, it is connected by means
of the l-ohm copper-c-onstantan clip leads furnished
with the tester to the binding posts marked “Indicator
test” (fig. 10). Since the resistance between the termi-
nals marked “Indicator test” plus the iedauce of the
l-ohm leads is exactly equal to the resistance of a Navy
standard 2-ohm thermocouple and lead~, indicatom of
any resistance are properly tested.

If there is a change in indication of the indicator
when the circuit is completed and with the tester cur-
rent off, it is due to a difference in temperature between
tho reference junction in the indicator and the measuring
junction in the tester. If this change in reading ex-
ceeds ’10° C?.,time should be allowed for the tester and
indicator to come to the same temperature. When the
limit of 10° C., is not exceeded, the error obtai.hedin the
comparison test ordinarily will not be more than 2° C.
When proceeding with the test, the pointers of both
the indicator and the milliammeter of the tester are
set to the measuring junction temperature as indicated
by the mercury thermometer on the tester.

The tester is designed for testing only one indicator
at u time. The connection of two or more indicators
in parallel will lead to erroneous results.

—

I [

Leod res. fesf In

FmmiE 11.—D@rwn of electrhl wnnectferu of &ter for cop~ tan thmln&
electrfoWrmOmetem.

RESISTANCE THERMOMETER

For the measurement of air temperatures on aircraft,
thermometers of the resistance type are especially
suitable on account of their features of remote indication
and short-time lag. The temperature-sensitive ele-
ment may be located in places or at distances impos-
sible or impracticable for liquid-in-glass or bimetal
thermometers. Although a resistrmce thermometer
may be made to indicate over the range from —7o
to 100° C., no thermometer of the liquid or vapor-
pressure type that will operate satisfactorily over this
range is known. The winding of the resistmce element
may be so made that the time lag in air is very much
shorter than that of temperature elements of other
types. One indicator may be used to indicate suc-
cessively the temperature of a number of resistance
elements by using a selector switch.

38G4&~2

The resistmce thermometer described in this report
was originally designed and constructed for use in the
flight testing of airplanes. Instruments of this type
have also been used for the indication of air hmpera-
ture on lighter-than-air ships of the United States
Navy, on the National Geographic Socie@&my Air
Corps stratosphere balloons, and for the determination
of temperature of the mixture in gasoline engine intake
manifolds.

Indicator,-The instrument is essentially an unbal-
anced Whetstone bridge arnmgementj as shown sche-
matically in figure 12. Figures 13 and 14 me, respec-

,

4’0”s+
Fmurm. 12-SOhenmtIa dfsgmrn of r6aManm thermomti.

tively, a front view and an tilde rear view of the
indicator unit. The akwtrictdinstrument is a Weston
Model 269 milliammetm, giving a full-scale deflection
on 3 mdliamperes and having a resistance of approxi-
mately 35 ohms. The moving coil of the milliammeter
is mounted on airplanepivots. If the double amplitude
of vibration of the airplanemember to which the instru-
ment is fastened eweeds 0.005 inch, shock-absorbing
means should be provided to reduce the instrument
vibration to or below this value. The zero, or open-
circuit, position of the pointer is approximately one-
fourth of the length of the scale, from the left, as shown
in figure 13. The calibration of the scale is approxi-
mately linear.

The bakelite case built around the electrical instru-
ment (fig. 13) houses the 30-ohm rheostat, the switch,
and the separable term.imds carrying leads to the
electrical supply and to the temperature element.
The fixed mangmi.n resistances of the bridge are
mounted inside the electrical instrument case. The
weight of the indicator unit is approximately 2%pounds.

l?or accurate indications it is necessary that the switch
be turned occasionally to the test position and the rheo-
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stat adjusted to cause the indicator pointer to stand J
the test point (20° C. on &g. 13). When in the te
position the switch substitutes a tied resistance f
the temperature element. The value of this fix
resistftnceis equal to that of the temperature eleme]
when it is at the temperature of the test point. A

—

I
I I I I ,’, i

i )[ ’1” 1 I ‘-’-r~
1 1 3 4—. . -—— .—. - .— -3-- J_—. 2 —..

FIGURE 12.-R6sktanm4heimIomafeIIndbtor.

FIGURE14.-Rw fnslde vfew of rdstance+hemnemetm fndkatm.

justing the rheostat varies the voltage impressed on th
bridge. Proper adjustment compensates, ~actly a
the test point, for variations in the supply voltage am
for temperaturevariations in the resistanceof the coppe
in the moving coiI of the ekctrical instrument.
obvious that the indications at the balance

ii il
poini

(–20° 0. in @. 13) are also free of errors due to these
causes. &s.uming that the proper voltage adjustment
has been made, the errors due to these causes at points
on the scale other than at the test and balance points
will be negligible.

Temperate element.—Details of a iwmpemturesen-
sitive element designed for strut mounting on an air-
plane are shown in fi=we 15. The temperature sensitive
part is a single layer of no. 34 gage single silk-covered
nickel wire wound on a bakelite. tube of a,ppro.sirnately
%,-inch wall thiCb3S9. The tie is held onto the
tube and protected from moisture by several coats of
bakalite varnish. The construction of the bakelite
base is clearly shown. The connections between the
nickel wires from the element and the copper lead

? I
I

FmuEElE.-A resfstancetbarmometertemWF&UWelement.

wires are inside the base. The outside nickel-plated
tube, which has a diameter of 1 inch and a length of
2%inchm, serves to protect the element from the direct
rays of the sun.

The element should be mounted where its tempera-
ture WN not be affected by the heat from the engine
exhaust. When possible, the leads from the tempera-
ture element to the indicator are installed inside the
airpkme wing covering at the factory. When neces-
sary to make an installation on a tihed airplane, a
flat duplex lead Meinch thick and %inch wide is some-
times used. This flat lead is held under a strip of
fabric attached by dope to the airplane strut or wing.
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Driver-Harris Grade A nickel wire has been used in
the construction of the temperature elements. It has
been found that all the wire from any one spool has
approxinmtely the same resistivity and tamperattn-e
coefficient of re9istivity. The resistance 1? of elements
made in the last three years at the National Bureau of
Strtndrwds(all from one spool) maybe expressed by the
following equation:

B=65.22 (1+4.85T X 10-s+6~ X 10-6) (1)

in which T is the temperature of the element in degrees
centigrade. The data used for determining the con-
stnnts of this equation were obtained by a null bridge
method, a temperature element of the usual construc-
tion being one mm of the bridge. The tempemture
element was instilled in a temperature chamber in front
of a fan giving an air current of approximately 17 miles
per hour. The electric current in the temperature ele-
ment was approximately the same as that in the tem-
perature element of circuit shown in figure 12. The
temperature of the air in the chamber was held constnnt
by hand regulation, holding the null indicator on zero.
The values of the several constant temperatures were
determined from an accurately calibrated copper-con-
stantan thermocouple element installed just ahead of
tho res.idance element. The temperature range of —70
to 40° C. was covered in this calibration. The best
curve of the form of equation (1) was then fitted to the
observed points. Wire from severil spools of Driver-
Harris Grade A nickel wire has been tested and found
to have appreciably different temperature coefficients.

All resistance elements with the exception of those
used on the stratosphere flights have been rIdjusted to a
resistance of 60.7 ohms at Qtemperature of 20° C. The
resistance at —20° C. is 50 ohms. These’ specified
resistancesinclude the resistance of copper lead wires to
the element. These leads muy be made of no. 16 g~ge
wire, 10 or 20 feet long, the resistance of the two wires
being of the order of 0.1 ohm. In use, the dillerence in
temperature between the element and the lend wire is
small; since the temperature coefficient of copper is
approximately the same as that of the nickel wire used,
the error introduced by wing the copper lead is con-
sidered negligible. If the element and the leads with
which it was adjusted are considered as a unit, the
units are interchangeable.

Stratosphere instrument.-Resistance thermometer
with several special features were constructed for use on
the National Geographic Society-United States Army

,) stratosphere balloon flights (referenrm5). Figures 16
tind 17 me photographs of the indicator and the tem-
perature element. The indicator has a range of –7o
to 40° C. The indicator face was photographed during
the flights at 90-second intervals. A black scale with
white graduations and pointer was used because it htis
been found tlmt clearer photographic records are thus
obtained. Since the knob used to switch from the “on~~

]sition to the “test” position in the course of adjusting
Levoltage did not appenx in the photograph it wns
>ces.saryto install an auxiliary indicator, which may be
en at the upper left-hand corner.
Without special precautions the lag in the tempern-
re element of this instrument would have been pro-

‘,-., i,-, ,,, “~’1~”‘~~ ‘!’”;’,!,,,’,!, ,!ll, i ; !,

‘1 ~ “1-””” II

mJEE 16.—ResMrmraAmrmometer hdbtor cmu!rncted for stratcdmre balloon
flights

. “ l!lul !
[armm17.—Tempera~ olemont of rc$lstanmthermomekr nsw.1on stratcuphere

fflgbt. TM element Is ventllat6d by an eklxtc WI.

ibitive because at the highest altitude renchecl the air
ensity was only 5 percent of stnndard sea-level density
mdthere was practically no movement of the balloon
Jative to the air. As maybe seen in figure 17, the wire
! the temperature elementwas wound on an open frame
J that prncticnIly the entire surfmceof the wire was
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exposed to the air. The element wns shielded from the
direct rays of the sun by two coaxinl fiber tubes, the
outer of which ‘ims 6 inches in diameter. Ventilation
was secured by a frm operated by a small electric motor
that drew air through the tube.

Time lag,-A detailed discussion of the time lng of
thermometers is given by Harper (reference 6). Hen-
drickson(reference 7) describes experimental methods
nnd apparatus for the determination of time-lag
constnnts and gives values of the time-l~a constants
for various aircraft thermometers.

A convenient method for determining the time-lag
constant of air thermometers is to rnise the temperature
of the element to approximately 60° C. nnd then
suddenly to place it in an air strenm at room tempera-
ture, measuring with a stop watch the time required
for a ch~~e in indication between two convenient
points on the scale. The time-lag constant k, in seconds,
is defined by the equation,

A= tT,–To (2)

10g8T+j

where To is the temperature of the air abeam, TI the
indication when timing is stinted, TZ the indication
when tire@ is stopped, and t the time iq seconds for
the indication to ch~”e horn TI to TZ.

Tests at nir speeds of 30 to 60 miles per hour indicate
that approximately, the time lag vmies inversely M the
nir speed V.

~=; (3)

where &is the vrdue of the time-lag constant at the air
density PO and L is rLconstant,characteristic of the
temperature element. Koning discusses this relation
in reference 8. It is evident that at very low airspeeds,
under a mile or two per hour, convection currents in
the nir become predominant so that formula (3) does
not apply. The value of A remains finite when V=O.
However, for airplnne speeds the convection constant
may be neglected.

Smolnr (reference 9) gives the vmiation of X with
nir density m

4
h= ~ (4)

Combining equations (3) nn{ (4)

V-J_
Q @ (5)

P

Since the true nir speed V may be e.xpres.sedas a
function of the pitot-stntic indicated air speed Vi,

J_
v= v, : (6)

it follows that,
L

‘=7, (7)

This equation gives A m a function of the indicated air
speed, independent of air density.

If Viisexpressed in miles per hour and x in seconds,
L for the resistame element illustrated in figure 15 is
equal to approximately 160. At an indicated air speed
of 100 miles per hour, Ais 1.6 seconds.

It is of interest to review two physical conceptions
of the time-lag constant X. First, assume that the
temperature is changing at a rate which has remained
constant for some time (fig. 18). The indication T

I
Free,f

FIOUEE X3.-omphfcdIUnstrWon of time LX of a thermometer In a modiom, the
tompmature TOof wbfch ls voryfng at a comtant rata. The thermometer lndlm-
tfon LsT, the Ume-lagconstantk & and the -~tum W h To-T.

of the thermometer will lag behind the actual tempera-
ture TO, indicating the temperature that existed X
seconds earlier. The lag in temperature indication,
TO–T (in degrees) is the product of the timehg con-
stant (in secmyls) by the rate of change in temperature
(in deggees per second). Second, assume that the
temperature element is suddenly taken from air at one
temperature and placed into air at a different tempera-
ture. After x seconds the indication will still have
l/e(=O.37) times the total temperature difference to
go before the new temperature is accurately indicated.
The value of e, the base of the natural logarithm system,
is approximately 2.72. The variation in indication
with time is given by equation (2) when T1is the indica-
tion at time t=0 and the indication Tjat tinm t.

Temperature rise due to PR loss.—Equdion (2) wns ~
derived on the a.wmnption that Newton’s law of cooling
holds for the resistance element; that is, that the mte
of heat transfer to or horn the element is directly pro-
portional to the difference in temperature between the
“element and the surrounding air. This law may be
espressed by

.ii$=k(T-To) (8)

where ill is the heat capacity of the element nnd k
is a factor of proportionality. In equation (2), iM/k
was set equal to the single constant k, the time-lag
constant for the element.

If them is an 12Rloss in the element maintaining the
element at a constant temperature above that of the
air, the rate at which heat is lost must equal the rate
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at which it is supplied, that is

I’R=k(T-T)O (9)
or with k=M/A,

12B=1:(T–TO) (lo)

The temperature rise due to the heating is then

T– TO=& ]lB (11)

where1 is the current and R is the resistance of the ele-
ment.

Tho PR loss in the element, calculated from the data
given in figure 12, is equal to approximately 0.05 watt.
Tlm value of M, calculated horn the dimensions, densi-
ties, and specific heats of the parts, is equal to 3.3 watt-
mconds per degree centigrade. Then, for the element
illustrated in figure 15,

T–To=ogx=o.015A (12)

or, from equation (7),
L

‘–T”=0”015-rl (13)

The observed value of the time lag of the element in

still air with the axis of the tube vertical is 115 seconds.

Substituting this value in equation (12), the I’Rtem-
perature rise is equal to 1.7° C. From equation (13)
the rise at 50 miles per hour is equal to 0.05° C. Both
the time lag and the 1% temperature rise decrease
rapidly with increasing air speed.

Speed correction.-The results of flight tests on high-
speed airplanes indicate that thermometers exposed in
the air stream give increasing readings with increasing
air speed, the air temperature remaining constant.
The correction C independent of the air densi@, when
expressed as a function of the indicated air speed, is

c= –w? (14)

where S is a constant, characteristic of the element, and
Vi is the pitot-static indicated air speed. If Viisex-
pressed in miles per hour rmd C in degrees centigrade,
S for the element illustrated in figure 15 is equal to
npproxirrddy 80X10-O. At an indicated & speed of
200 miles per hour, the correction amounts to 3.2° C.
and should be subtracted from the observed readings.
This speed error, which is common to all types of
thermometers, is discussed in reference 8.

Laboratory tests and performance.-Re&tance ther-
mometers are tested for scale errors in rm air bath.
The temperature element is placed in a chamber in
which n fan provides a positive flow of air past the
element. The temperature of the air around the ele-
ment is held constant within narrow limits for several
minutes before each reading. This temperature is
measured by a calibrated thermocouple placed close
to the resistance element. The scale errors, as deter-
mined by this method, do not ordinarily exceed 0.5° C.

The method of deterrnining the time-lag constant of
the instrument has been discussed.

The effect of change in temperature of the indicator is
eliminated for all practical purposes when the voltage
is properly adjusted at any given indicator temperature.

SUPERHEATMETERS

The term “superheat” as used in relation to l@ter-
than-air craft is defied as the temperature of the lifting
gas minus the temperature of the outside air. The im-
portance of a knowledge of superheut is evident when
the dependence of the lift of a balloon or airship on this
temperature difference is considered. The additional
lift due to positive superheat is equal to the weight of
the air that is forced out of the envelope by the in-
crease in temperature. Stmther and Enton (reference
10) discuss the effect of superheat on the lift of an
airship.

The superheat may be determined by separately
measuring the outside air temperature and the gas
temperature, but it is more convenient, and usually
more accurate, to read this temperature difference
directly on a superheat meter. Two general types of
superheat mete= hwe been constmcted at the hTational
Bureau of Standards for use on United States Navy
airships, the thermoelectric type and the resistance
type. Each type will be described.

‘i’hermoelectrio type superheat meter.—The essentird
details of thermoelectric type superheat meter installa-
tion using copper-constrmtan couples are shown in
figure 19. By the use of a selector switch, both forward
and after readings are obtained on the same indicator.
The indicator is a Weston model 440 grdvanometer of
3.5 ohms resistance, giving full-scale deflection on
132X10-8 amperes. A photograph of the parts of an
instrument for indication of aftisuperheat only is given
in fieme 20.

Excessive temperature lag at the junctions is avoided
by joining 6-inch lengths of no. 24 gage copper and
constxmtan wires to the no. 16 gago copper and con-
stantan wires and forming the nchml junctions by
joining the smaller wires. It is essential that the sir
junction be protected from the direct rays of the sun.

Calculation of errors.-Fortunately the two largest
errors in a superheat meter of the thermoelectric type
can be made approximately to cancel each other, by
proper proportioning of the copper resistance and con-
strmtan resistance of which the circuit is composed.
These errors are due to (1) the increase in thermoelectric
power dE/dTwithiicrease in air temperature and (2)
the increase in resistwmeof copper in the chcuit with in-
crease in air temperature. The compensation is based
on the assumption that the galvanometm lead wires
and ti junction are at the same temperature. If the
installation cannot be mranged so that this condition is
approximately realized, the errors may amount to as
much m 5 percent.
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(1) The e. m. f.-temperature relation for a Leeds &
Northrup copper-wmstantan thermocouple as derived
from test results obtuined at the National Bureau of
Standards between the temperature of –20 and 120° F.
may be expressed as follows:

l?=21.4 T, (1+0.000582’,) -21.4 T,(1+0.00058 T,)(15)
where E is the e. m. f. in rnicrovolts and TI and T2 are

ment and nearer the temperature at which the in-
strument is calibrated. Substituting AT for (Tx—
TJ,thisequation may be written as follows:

E!=21.4 AT [1+0.00058 (2 T,+AT)] (1I3)

It should be noted that AT is the superheat when
the thermocouples form part of a superheat meter. It

I We.sfon
model 440

Constonr% No.16

.0?

~ $=cgj
golvonomet.er

—x x 30-O-99 X[0-6A
T
- .Con-

~“::~O~W Na 16 R=3.5 ft .sjan+-

7ff. kc ..

I Afh’~

Air&ciions

Rmlstancaof aft CJMIIC Ohms
081van0mot0r---------- 3.60
l,lXl feet no. 16 mpper ___ 4.4S
Add& WppEX----------- 242

Total OJpW ------------- 10.40

120fmt no. 16 mustnntan---- &S3
Added mnstantan------ .?2

Total cmstanbn______ ‘J.@l
—

Totaf rwlstanrm -------- 20.IM

Fonvord-”” Airjkciion

RmMance of forward clmnft: Ohms
OafvanOmetm____________ 3-SO
~ fwt no. 16mppar-------- .82
Addiajrnppar___________ .~

Total may------------ 4.09

S) feet no. 16 mnstantan----- S.92

Total rmfstanco ----------- lfLM

FIoom IfL—DetaIIsofa snperhmt mtarforimfimthe, on aSWO indi~~r. me
-eat h theforward and oftor gas cdLY.

the temperatures of the air and gas junctions, respe
tively, in degrees Fahrenheit, above a bnse temperatw
of 50° F. A base temperature of 50° F., rather th~
0° F., is chosen because the higher temperature
nearer the middle of the operrt~~ range of the instm

FmIJEB 2).-A therrnoektrbtypo snrarhmt meter, mmplete with air element (A)
gas.mlf element (B), aad mnnwtfng wfm (C and D). This fmshmmentma fI
stalkf fn an after mlf on the U. S. S. Ia Angc.ks.

is seen that E is a function of the air-junction tem-
perature T,as well as of the superheat AT.

(2) The res.istrmceof the circuit is
R=Rm (1+~ a T,) (17)

where R is the resistance when the entire circuit is at a

temperature T1“F. above 50° F., in ohms; Rw,istho
resistance of the circuit rtt50° F., in ohms; iV, the ratio
of the resistance of the copper in the circuii to the total
resistance of the circuit; and a= 0.00222 per degree
Fahrenheit, the temperature coefficient of resistance of
copper, at 50° F. The temperature coefficient of resish
ante of the constmtan is assumed to be zero.

The indication is also affected in opposite directions
by changes in the temperature of the h&springs and
permanent magnet of the galvrmometer. These two
effects combined may be called the tempemtum
coefficient of the instrument as an ammeter. It avm-
ages +0.0001 per degree Fahrenheit for several in-
struments which have been tested. Since no definite
information, except that the value is smrLJl,is available
m the m-due of this coefficient for the Weston Model
!40 galvanometers,the value will be assumed to be zero.

The grdvanometer current I,inmicroamperwj as
determinedfrom equations (16) and (17) is

~_E 21.4AT(l+0.00058 (21’l+AT)]
R– Rm(l+o.oo222ivT,) (18)

If T,=0,
~=21.4AT(l+0.00058A~

Rm (19)
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The instrument scale is constructed according to equa-
tion (19). Equation (18) indicru%sthat the calibration
is not independent of 2’1. However, if

~_2X0.00058=o 52—
0.00222 “

(20)

the indication, neglecting second+rder terms, is correct
for all values of T’l. Thus the resistance of the circuit
should consist of 52 percent copper and 48 percent
constantan. The errors for rather large departures
from this ratio arenot serious,but thereis no reasonwhy
the ratio cannot beat least approximated. The require-
ment is not inconsistent with the practice of selecting a
galvanometersthat has a resistance equal to that of the
external circuit, since the galvanometersresistance is all
copper and the resistance external to the galvanometers
is mainly constantan.

It is possible to proportion the copper and the
constantan in the aft circuit of the instrument outlined
in figure 19, so that iV=O.52 and the error in indication
is zero. For the forward instrument the optimum ratio
could not be conveniently attained (without the use of
larger lead wires). For it, .N=o.41; and the error in
indication is —1 percent of the indication for” an air
temperature of 90° F. and +1 percent for an air tem-
perature of 10° F.

Resistance-type superheat meter.—A resistance-type
superheat meter has several advantages over the
thermoelectric-type instrument, mainly the possibility
of using a more rugged electical instrument.

The schematic diagram of the essentials of a super-
heat meter of the resistance type is shown in figure 21.
The temperature elements, e andj, are made of no. 34
gage Driver-Harris Grade A nickel wire and have a
resistance of 30 ohms ttt a temperature of 0° F. The
temperature coefficient of resistance of this wire has
been determined as described in the section on resistance
thermometers. The resistance of the 30-ohm elements
is

B=30(l+2.82TX10 -3+2~X10-~ (21)

in which T isthe temperature in degrees Fabrenhait.

TABLE 111.—RESULTS OF TESTS TO DETERMINE THE
BEST COMBINATION OF RESISTANCES FOR THE
RESISTANCE TYPE SUPERHEAT METER
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The circuit shown in figure 21 was established with
dial resiwkmce boxes, setting the resistances e and j to

correspond to various temperatures. The resistance c
in series with the galvanometerswrLsadjusted on each
trial to make the range of the superheat meter —15 to
45° F. The errors determined by this method and re-
ported in table HI show that for certain ratios of the
resistance arms the errors me reduced to negligible
values. It appears from the table that 2,OOOohms each
in the arms a and b, offers the best combination.

Table III shows that the resistance ratios are not
critical, three of the five h-ala all showing negligible
errors. Low resisttmcesat a and 6 cause negative errors
at low air temperatures and positive errors at high air
temperature; whilehigh resistancesat theseplaces cause
errors of the opposite sign. The tests were made with
a Weston Model 301 instrument having a rcsistrmce of
approximately 60 ohms and a range of 50-0-150 micro-
ampere The proposed range of the superheat meter
is –15 to 45° F. The circuit was dmigged for use on

b=
$Gn 2,000n

Nickel
+—------elements-----------+

30 Jl
d oT.

e f

a 20- to 24-volt battery supply. If designed for 110
volts, with a corrwpondirg increase in resistance, and
decrease of current in the temperature sensitive ele-
ments, there would be the advantage of relatively less
voltage drop in the long leads sometimes required.

Two superheat meters of the resistance type, which
have been constructed at the National Bureau of
Standards for the U. S. Navy, are shown in iigures 22
and 23. The instruments are essentially the same
except that one has space provided inside the in-
strument for a 22fi volt radio B battery while the
other must be supplied with current from an external
source.

F&me 24 is a diagrwn of connections applicable to
both instruments. The connections are fundamentally
the same as shown in figure 21 with the addition of two
manganin resistance and a triple-pole double-throw
switch arranged for checking the supply voltage. When
the switch is in the “test” position, the temperature
elements in the bridge circuit are replaced by two
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22A -volt
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FIGUBE 24.—D&am of oxmwtiom for a snwrheat meter of the rmlstance type.
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manganin resistames of 33.48 ohms and 37.15 ohms.
These values are the resistrmceaof the 30-ohm elements
at temperatures of 40 and 80° F., respectively. The
40° l?. resistancewas selected for the low-value checking
resistance because 40° J?. is near the average tempera-
ture of the air in which an airship oporates. The
indicntor pointer should be adjusted to stand on the
zero mark with current off. The rheostat serves to
adjust the supply voltage so that the pointer stands on
the 40° F. superheat mark when the switch is in the
test position. The reference marks at O and 40° F.
superheat can be seen on the scrdeaof both instruments
(figs. 22 and 23).

It should be noted that the indication at zero super-
heat is independent of battery voltage and that the
percentage error at other indications is equal to the
percentage variation from the correct voltage adjust-
ment. Adjustment for battery voltage, as described,
serves to compensate for the effect of variations in the
temperature of the indicator. This fact is obvious
when it is noted that the indicator is adjusted to indicate
correctly at 40°1’. superheat regardlessof the resistmce
of the galvanometerscircuit.

The construction of the temperature elements is
similar to that described for the resistancethermometer.
A photograph of the gas-temperature element is shown
in figure 23. The gas-cell element is mounted co-
asirdly with a perforated bakelite outer shell. It is

designed to be suspended in the ‘gas cell the superheat
of which is to be measured.

\

.,

-.

. ... ——-- . ....- ——. —.- -—.

FKNIEE%J3.-EngInegage rudt Incorpaating a rmktancJ+tyIMoll-temr~tnre Indlrator.
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The length of the copper wires between the indicator
and the gas-cell ekunent are usually longer than those
between the indicator and the air element and their
resistance may be an appreciable part of 30 ohms, but
the temperature c.oefiicientof copper is practically the
same as that of nickel and if most of the wire is inside
the envelope at an average temperature not appreci-
ably different hm that of the gas-cell element, the
error caused by the led wires will be negligible.

OTHERINSTRUMENTS

Not all ty-pes of electrical thermometers in use on
aircraft today are described in this report. Among the
types not described, a potentiometer indicator made

Indic-ofor

Turrgsfen fomps

Voltogeregulofor

rfgulator.

by thelkvisEngineering Company might be mentioned.
A photograph of this instrument is shown in &me 25.
This instrument may be used as a standard for testing
thermoelectric indimtors in the field and may be used
as the indicator on large aircraft, where the saving in
weight of leads, effected by the use of the potenti-
ometer instrument, may be enough to warrant the use
of the heavier indicating apparatus.

The Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation has
developed a resistance thermometer of a range suitable
for mensuxing radiator cooling liquid or oil tempera-

ture. It is of the unbalanced Wheatstono bridge type.
A photograph of the instrument, built into an engine
gage unit, is shown in ligure 26. Figure 27 is a diagram
of connections, showing the details of the voltage regu-
lator that compensates for variations in battery voltage.

The General Electic Company has used a crossed-coil
ohmmeter type instrument as the indicator in a resist-
ance thermometer. An instrument of this type was
used on the National Geographic-Army Air Corps
stratosphere flight; it had a temperature element similar
to that shown in figure 17.

NATIONAL BUREAUOF STANDARDS,

WAS~QTON, D. C., December 16,1996.
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